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What challenges does
Screendragon help 

customers solve?

Key take-aways from
breakfast briefing

Understand your user communities and tailor your on-boarding plan for each group. 

Connect your people

Make sure you have a clear governance structure.

Structure for change

Deliver enabling technologies not just tech stacks! 

Sell benefits not technology

Implement an in-house agency

Defining the process, implementing the 
workflows, training teams and measuring ROI.

 

Strengthen creative governance

Implement workflows to help save time and costs by 
reducing rounds of revisions and increasing on-brand 
compliance KPIs.

Better marketing planning

Online marketing calendars enable easier commercial 
planning of activities across brands and reduce the risk 
of duplication of effort and scheduling conflicts. 

Align on process and project management

Templatize best practice processes and projects so new 
projects can be executed more efficiently.

Manage resources

Allocate work more efficiently and get instant dashboards 
on team capacity allowing improved management of 
supply and demand. 

Track project costs

Create estimates, leverage rate cards to calculate costs 
based on resource plans and compare estimated vs 
planned vs actual with integrated timesheets.
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For Kellogg to become a data driven organization it needed to create end to end 
visibility. Work with department leads to create one source of data.    

Breakdown silos4

A collaborative design space allows for better feedback between Kellogg and its 
agencies - leading to more accountability, less confusion and quicker speed to market. 

Transparency6

Kellogg use smart workflow automation to create productivity savings. By adopting 
‘just-in-time’ principles, specialist resources are intelligently pulled in to review work 
based on dynamic data. 

Data driven agility5
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THIS GROUP 
CRAVES TECHNOLOGY

THIS GROUP TAKES TIME
BUT TYPICAL TACTICS WILL SUFFICE

MORE TIME-INTENSIVE 
TACTICS NEEDED

INNOVATORS

PRODUCT OWNER PROCESS OWNER EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

LAGGARDS

LATE MAJORITY
EARLY MAJORITY

EARLY ADOPTERS

BIG REDUCTION 
IN RUSH PROJECTS � LESS CREATIVE 

ROUNDS OF REVISIONS� LESS TIME IN LEGAL 
REVIEW MEETINGS



Make creative 
operations part 
of your digital 
transformation
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sales@screendragon.com

www.screendragon.com

Contact us today:


